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Abstract. In the Internet of Things (IoT), a simple form of attack can
try to deplete the energy available to operate the myriads of wireless
sensor nodes that will be used. Some of these nodes will use batteries,
while others may harvest ambient energy such as photovoltaic, or electromagnetic, or vibration based energy. Thus this paper tries to analyse
the effect of such attacks on the energy life-time of such devices. We
first briefly survey the types of attacks which aim at the nodes’ energy
provisioning systems. Then we provide mathematical models that can be
used to estimate the effect of attacks that attempt to deplete the energy
system for nodes that use energy harvesting.
Keywords: Wireless Networks, Battery Life-Time, Network Attacks,
Renewable Energy
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Introduction

Energy needed to operate networks is known to be an important issue, both for
the sustainability of information technology in general, and with regard to the
need to operate stand-alone networks in locations where the electrical grid is
not available or is not reliable, or when in a given location it is impossible to
provide electrical wired connections to all sensors as in pre-constructed buildings
which are later equipped with sensors. Thus there has been a growing concern
regarding attacks which directly affect the energy consumption of networks [1–
3], and which may deplete batteries that are needed to operate certain network
nodes.
Such attacks can take three basic forms: they can increase the activity of
nodes through useless data packets (DPs) that the nodes receive, and then have
to process and respond to, attackers can also use electromagnetic emissions to
create noise that will cause high error rates, and hence force them to take corrective action such as packet retransmissions that increase energy consumption and
network delays through multiple data retransmissions [4], and attacks can also
change the “sleep-awake” duty cycle of nodes and reduce the proportion of time
when the nodes should be asleep to save energy. Larger noise levels may also
lead to increase in transmission power and hence to shorter battery life time.
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Prior Work

Prior work has discussed many types of energy depletion attacks. In a simple
case known as a vampire attack, a vampire node appears to be benign, but it
continuously sends protocol compliant messages to other nodes [5] which reply
with acknowledgements, and consume energy both in processing the incoming
messages from the vampire, and to reply to them. In our analysis, vampire nodes
may be causing the traffic of rate λA that the node under attack is sending.
Vampire attacks may be adapted to various routing protocols [6]. They have
been observed to take one of two forms: the carrousel and the stretch attack.
In the carrousel attack, a vampire node sends corrupted data leading to routing loops. In the stretch attack, artificially longer routes are chosen despite the
fact that shorter routes are available. Carrousel attacks result in more energy
consumption than stretch attacks [7], and the detection of vampire attacks is
not easy since one malicious vampire node can affect the whole network, effectively opposing routing techniques that are usually designed to increase network
battery life-time and save energy [8].
Earlier work has introduced packet routing methods for ad-hoc networks that
maximise the battery life-time of the network so that it may be used to counter
or mitigate vampire attacks [9]. Other power aware routing techniques have been
suggested in [10], and a protocol was proposed in [7] to detect and mitigate vampire attacks, providing routing through the network only for legitimate packets,
and verifying that consistent progress is made by packets towards the destination. Another study [11] provides a mitigation method for preventing carrousel
attacks by adding extra forwarding logic to check whether there are loops in
source routes. To prevent stretch attacks, the work in [12, 13] suggests ”strict”
source routing where the route is exactly specified in the header and there is no
need for checking its optimality. An attack packet detection and removal method
was proposed in [14, 15], using packet broadcast rates and energy parameters at
sensor nodes.
Sleep deprivation attacks are designed to keep sensor nodes awake as long as
possible to increase their energy consumption, and reduce the battery life of a
sensor from months to days, and also include [1, 16] barrage, synchronization,
replay, broadcast, and collision attacks. Typically, a node that receives a request
to receive data from another node, can check its routing table to see whether
it may receive data from that node; if not. it discards the request and goes to
sleep. In sleep deprivation attacks [17], malicious nodes will continuously try to
send data to some node(s), so that they cannot sleep and waste energy. As a
defense, a lightweight scheme was proposed [18], to activate a node only if it
receives messages from authenticated and legitimate nodes. Attackers can also
conduct barrage attacks on awake nodes by bombarding them with legitimate
requests, causing significant energy wastage. However barrage attacks can be
easily detected and require more effort by the attacker, while sleep deprivation
attacks require only a single message [19, 17].
Since nodes have a listen-sleep cycle that can be periodically updated to
maintain synchronisation among neighbours, attackers may send artificial syn-
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chronisation packets to lengthen the nodes’ awake time [20], causing 30% or
more energy depletion due to shorter sleep times, and a possibly 100% increase
in data loss due to the misalignment of synchronisations. A defence strategy to
mitigate the effects of such attacks was proposed in [20], by ignoring all synchronisation messages with a relative sleep time longer than a pre-set threshold. On
the other hand, in a replay attack [21], an adversary repeats a valid transmission
in the network. Since the attack uses the replay of messages with small changes,
it can fool other nodes by convincing them that repeated messages concern a
new message exchange. Note that in wireless networks [16] the received signal
can help identify malicious nodes through their use of a stronger signal [22].
In broadcast attacks [23], malicious nodes broadcast unauthenticated traffic
and long messages which must be received by other nodes before being possibly discarded for lack of authentication. Such attacks are hard to detect since
they have no effect on system throughput, and nodes that receive them waste
energy. In collision attacks [24], a hostile node breaks the medium access control
protocol and transmits noise packets to corrupt neighbourhood transmissions.
Noise packets collide with legitimate packets, and a defence strategy has been
proposed [25] based on error correcting codes.
A defence strategy against energy depletion attacks was studied in [16] by
considering denial of sleep attacks which dramatically increase the energy consumption of a wireless sensor node. Also, different types of denial of sleep attacks
such as the barrage attack, synchronization attack and broadcast attack were
studied in [19], [20], [23], [26], [18]. An evaluation and attack detection method
is proposed in [4] where the quality of service is not necessarily degraded. The
method of end-to-end communications reliability based on control packet injections and packets replication is studied in [27]. It is showed that the method is
vulnerable to energy depletion attacks and it is impossible to keep safe a protocol
from such attacks without authentication. A two-tier secure transmission scheme
against energy depletion attacks was proposed in [28] by using the hash-chain to
generate dynamic session keys which can provide a mutual authentication key.
Also, the detection and the removal of another energy depletion attack, vampire
attack, based on the routing protocol of the wireless sensor network was studied
in [1], [6], [15], [14]. The vampire attacks are very difficult to detect and they
basically deplete the resources by continuously repeating the corrupted data or
choosing the longer path for the routing data [7]. On the other hand, a hardware
based energy attack, hardware trojans, studied in [29] where it is showed that
a huge energy depletion may occur by embedding a hardware trojan trigger to
the integrated circuit.
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Results Addressed in this Work

In this paper we propose a modeling approach to address attacks that force
the node to transmit additional traffic, and which create electromagnetic noise
that induces errors and hence packet retransmissions. Two types of nodes are
considered, those which use energy harvesting as the only energy supply and
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those that use a battery that would have to be replaced at regular intervals, and
we develop the following basic aspects:
1. In the energy harvesting node, the node’s battery is modeled as an “energy
buffer” for energy packets (EPs), whose maximum capacity is E, while he
data buffer has a maximum capacity of B DPs. Thus we discretise the representation of the battery, in addition to the usual discretisation of data
buffers.
2. A DP waiting in the buffer is allowed to have a time-out after which it is
deleted from the buffer, and this time-out is represented by a removal rate
γ; obviously when the system does not have time-outs we just take γ = 0.
3. Similarly, to represent energy leakage, EPs have a leakage or departure rate
from the energy buffer represented by the parameter µ.
4. The node sends λn DPs per unit time under normal operation (i.e. when it
is not being attacked). The traffic of “useless” attack DPs that arrive from
the “service network”, namely the Internet or a mobile network, to the node
and that require a response from the node back into the service network,
will result in an additional traffic rate λA of DPs being sent out from the
node, creating further “useless” energy consumption, and
5. The electromagnetic attack noise that creates DP errors, results in a DP
retransmission probability 0 ≤ r < 1, so that the noise level reflects in a
value of r that increases with the noise level.
As a result, and initial “normal” DP traffic rate λn is transformed into a total
traffic rate under attack denoted by λa that is given by:
λa = λn + λA + r.λa =

λn + λA
,
1−r

(1)

because the electromagnetic noise causes errors in all of the traffic, including
the traffic of rate λA that results from the reply packets that the node sends in
response to attack packets. Thus λa in (1) represents the total DP traffic that
the node sends when it’s normal traffic would have been λn , thte attack traffic
it receives is λA and the noise attack causes retransmissions with probability r.
These two types of attacks are considered to compute the energy life-time of
a wireless node based on its energy harvesting rate, with nominal or “normal”
traffic and the resulting traffic rate in the presence of attacks. The reduction of
the node’s energy life-time due to attacks is computed and illustrated it with
numerical results.
We assume that the node’s energy harvesting system has been designed to
operate with a nominal value Λn of EPs per unit time, which the node is able
to harvest in the specific environment that is being considered. The rate Λn
then results in an acceptable energy life-time Tn when the system is operating
normally without attacks, and is sending DPs at rate λn .
Similarly, nodes with a fixed battery size of E0 , which we will also measure
in units of “energy packets”. will have a battery life-time of Tnb under normal
operation when they are supposed to provide for a normal DP traffic rate of λn .
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Based on these parameters, we can compute the value of the node’s energy
life-time Ta , for nodes that use energy harvesting, and Tab if they use a battery,
when they operate under the effect of attacks represented by attack traffic rate
λA and the effect of electromagnetic noise attacks which create transmission
errors and require each DP to be retransmitted with probability r.
Thus, we are interested in finding to what extent the energy life-time of the
node has been reduced by the attacks, and hence in computing the ratio TTna , or
Tab
Tnb

as a function of the ratio of attack traffic

λA
λn

and of r.

Fig. 1. The curves illustrate the effect of two simultaneous types of attacks, namely
the attacks that create added traffic, and those that create retransmissions due to noise
that is generated by electromagnetic attacks. We show the variation of the common
logarithm of the ratio of node energy lifetime under attack, to energy life-time without
attacks (y-axis), against the arrival rate of attack traffic λA with distinct curves for
increasing values of the retransmission probability r due to electromagnetic attacks.
The parameter settings are E = B = 100, γ = 0.01λn and µ = 0.01Λa . We fix the
“normal life-time” of the system until the battery is emptied after Tn = 6 months of
operation, on average. Thus the EP arrival rate Λn representing the required energy
harvesting will vary with the normal traffic rate λn as shown on each of the graphs.
The effect of the attacks is shown by the rapid decrease of the ratio log TTna as both λA
and r increase.
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A System with Renewable Energy and Finite DP and
Energy Buffers

In this section, we use the modeling approach initiated in [30–33] regarding
a wireless node that exploits renewable energy sources (such as photovoltaic,
mechanical vibrations or electromagnetic scavenging) where the node collects
data or energy at a relatively slow pace as compared to the time it takes to
transmit a DP over the node’s wireless channel which can only take nano-seconds,
so that its nominal operating parameters are λn and Λ, the latter corresponding
to the nominal rate in which it harvests EPs in the environment where it is
operating.
While it is under attack, the node transmits λa DPs per unit time as indicated
in (1), due to both the attack packets it receives, and which require a response
from the node producing an additional packet rate λA , and also due to the
retransmission probability r due to errors caused by electromagnetic noise and
interference. Note that the noise may be created by nodes which are attacking
the system, while the interference may just be caused by the increased volume of
wireless traffic as an indirect effect of attacks that are going on in the network.
The state of the node at time t is represented by the pair Nt , Mt where Nt is
the backlog of DPs at the node, while Mt is the number of EPs that it stores at
that time. Denoting the node’s state probability p(n, m, t) = P rob[Nt , Mt ], we
know that p(n, m, t) > 0 only if n.m = 0 because if the node has enough energy,
it will immediately attempt to transmit DPs until either all DPs in its buffer
have been sent out, or its energy has been depleted.
We assume that the node has a finite capacity of B packets in its data
buffer, while its battery can only contain E energy packets. Furthermore, DPs
will be removed from the data buffer after a time-out of average value γ1 with an
exponentially distributed departure rate of γ. Similarly, EP leakage occurs at a
rate of µ EPs per unit time.
Defining the stationary state probability distribution p(n, m) = limt→∞ p(n, m, t),
we derive the equilibrium equations:
p(n, 0)(λa + γ + Λ) = λa p(n − 1, 0) + (Λ + µ)p(n + 1, 0), 0 < n < B,
p(B, 0)(Λ + γ) = λa p(n − 1, 0),
p(0, 0)(λa + Λ) = p(1, 0)(Λ + γ) + p(0, 1)(λa + µ),
p(0, m)(λa + µ + Λ) = Λp(0, m − 1) + (λa + µ)p(0, m + 1), 0 < m < E,
p(0, E)(λa + µ) = Λp(0, E − 1),
so that
p(n, 0) = αn p(0, 0), 0 < n ≤ B,
m

p(0, m) = θ p(0, 0), 0 < m ≤ E,
(1 − α)(1 − θ)
p(0, 0) = B+1
,
α
(θ − 1) + θE+1 (α − 1) + 1 − αθ

(2)
(3)
(4)
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where
λa
Λ
, θ=
.
Λ+γ
λa + µ

α=

(5)

Thus the probability that the battery is empty is simply:
P0a (0) =

∞
X

p(n, 0) =

αB+1 (θ

n=0

(αB+1 − 1)(θ − 1)
.
− 1) + θE+1 (α − 1) + 1 − αθ

(6)

The expected (average) battery life-time, i.e. the average time it takes the
node’s battery to empty from the instant at which it contains one EP, can then
be obtained from the fact that when the battery empties, on average after Λ1
time units it will receive an EP once again, so that:
P0a =

1
Λ

Ta +

1
Λ

, or Ta =

1 1
[
− 1].
Λ P0a

(7)

If we replace λa by λ in all terms, then we obtain the average battery life-time
when the node is not being attacked, namely:
Tn =

1 1
[
− 1].
Λ P0

(8)

If the probabilities P0a and P0 are very small, then:
log

Ta
≈ log P0 − log P0a .
Tn

(9)

Figure 1 shows various curves for the battery lifetime versus the attack traffic rate λA and the retransmission error rate due to electromagnetic attacks r,
assuming that the normal operating life-time before the system’s energy supply is depleted has been set to Tn = 6 months, and E = B = 100. In this
numerical example, we have set the nominal normal load of the wireless sensor at λn = 10 DP s/hour and the energy harvesting rate then needs to be
Λ = 11.247 EP s/hour to meet the Tn = 6 month average energy life-time of
the system when it does not suffer from attacks.
In Figure 2 we examine the effect of E the energy storage capacity of the
system on its energy life-time. So we use all of the same parameters as in Figure
1 fixing r = 0.06 , and we also take B = 100, and set Tn = 6 months for
E = 100. But along the x-axis we vary the local storage battery capacity E from
100 to 103 and observe the effect on Ta for different values of attack traffic λA
and observe the resulting effect on Ta .
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Fig. 2. The node’s energy life-time on the y-axis versus the local battery capacity E
along the x-axis for different values of attack traffic and r = 0.06. As expected, the
local battery storage capacity will improve the system performance, but this effect will
saturate at large values of E.

5

Conclusions

In this paper we have focused on the effect of simple energy based attacks on
sensor network nodes. We consider how long it takes to deplete a battery, and
hence stop the node’s operations, when a sensor node is being used and the case
where the node exploits ambient but intermittent energy sources and therefore
does not require being connected to the grid, or being fed by a battery that is
replaced from time to time.
Our analysis focuses on the effect of attacks which are meant to deplete
the node’s energy, either through creating additional “useless” traffic, or which
creates electromagnetic noise which genders packet errors and further packet retransmissions. Analytical results and numerical experiments are shown to compare and evaluate the resulting effects.
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